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I will never not write.
I swam out
and sat covered in sand on shore
and watched
at what was out ahead of me.

PORNOGRAPHY
I’m jerking off in my car. I’m covered in blankets and biting my lips and on
my phone I’m watching some dude jerk off in his car and I’m really wishing
instead, it was you, fucking me.
If we were boys in Greece when Aristotle and Socrates were first getting
started I’m sure we would do more than just roll around in the sand.
Your heart hears this, I know it. I understand it. Your heart I understand.
You’re a tornado, a whirlwind of flavor, I can feel your body crumble, when
you slowly let down some walls, like window drapes, to let me see
Time surrenders shapelessly
I dive into the water and imagine myself being drowned, floating and letting
the water drum on my body.
My heartbeat steadied with the ocean. It overflowed on the rocks and I felt
it in my clit. When you give your love, it melts from your mouth, like the
velvet pieces, found floating down a calmed river.
I want to be something you talk about. I want to be something lost in the
velvet spirals.

Yasi Lowy

OKAY, READY
“Okay, ready?”
“Should we count?”
“Sure.” The girls started together.
“Three, two, one.” They giggled and shut their eyes. They were lying on Cyd’s mattress which was
bare because she rarely made time to make the bed or put on the sheets. There were some pillows by their heads and only Cyd’s grandmother’s quilt, which caught a tangled warmth at their
ankles.
“Anything?” Cyd’s words slipped slyly from a small corner in her throat. She kept her eyes shut
tightly and Emmy felt Cyd press her palm more firmly into hers.
“Maybe try being more specific.” Emmy had her eyes closed too. Her voice came out softly and
almost as a solid, like a wooden building block, which it often did.
Cyd liked Emmy’s hands because they felt full, despite being long and close to the bone. The skin
on her fingers felt plump at every crease.
“Is that really what you’re thinking?” Emmy asked. A wave of imagery was rushing toward her
now.
“Tell me what you see.” Cyd could feel a smirk warming her cheeks.
“Sharp blue. He’s tall.” Emmy released her palm from Cyd’s and Cyd could still feel the sweat
lingering in-between. Emmy opened her eyes.
“You care so much about eyes.” Emmy said. She was smiling and had her arms crossed against
her chest. She looked at Cyd who still had her eyes closed and was gleaming cheek-to-cheek.
“Isn’t he beautiful?” Cyd opened her arms wide across the mattress and rolled from her back to
her belly to begin picking lint off of the mattress seams.
“Did you ever tell him how you felt?” Emmy joined Cyd in picking at the mattress seams.
“No. We had one nice day together. If it were a date it would have been the best date.”
“What was it?”
“We hiked up a small mountain... we napped on the summit... we skree-skied down...he wanted
to swim in this huge alpine lake when we were going up so on the way down we got naked and
used it as an opportunity to wash off. We were really dusty after coming down the mountain.”
“Scandalous.”
“We didn’t look at each other when we went in the lake.”
“Where is he now?”
“Don’t know.” Cyd shrugged her shoulders with a slight arch in her back then reached her hand
to the floor and picked up a small glass jar filled with tobacco. She rolled a cigarette, which to
Emmy looked like a disproportionate caterpillar, and put it in her mouth. Cyd took some drags
and Emmy watched the smoke leave her lips. She reached out her hand towards Cyd with her
fingers pointed downward and Cyd handed her the cigarette.
“Wanna try again?” Emmy asked, taking drags and immediately hating how the smoke burned
the back of her throat.
“Yeah.” Cyd took the cigarette back, took another drag, and dropped it out the window next to
the bed.
“I just want to know what’s going to happen for me after spring.”

They closed their eyes again and exhaled in the same breath. Humidity hung
in its heavy memory over them. It made the walls moist, splitting some pieces
of the wood panelling that helped connect the walls of Cydney’s bedroom. Cyd
pressed her palm firmly into Emmy’s once again and was too aware of her own
fingertips.
“You’re laughing. You’re with people. It’s dark out and you’re walking and you’re
laughing about something.”
“Am I getting into trouble?” Cyd felt a pang like guilt in her gut.
“Likely. But it’s a good thing. You seem happy.”
“Is there anything else?”
Emmy felt something like velvet settle into her heart and lungs. It was skin. Olive
and purpled by the moonlight. Two strong shoulders, a mess of dirtied hair
trickling by the neck.
“A lover.”
“Are they hot?!”
Emmy dropped her hand again. She placed her hands in her lap and left them

Emily Carsten

there.
“I’m getting tired. Could we do something else.”
Cyd sat up and looked at her friend.
Emmy closed her eyes so she would not have to see Cyd looking.
Cyd pulled a piece of yarn loose from her quilt and dangled it above Emmy’s head, in the space
made in-between her eyebrows, distanced perfectly enough to leave a slight, irritating tickle on
her skin.
“I’m going to miss you.” Emmy said softly.
Cyd slung her body slowly over Emmy’s by reaching her leg over Emmy’s hips so that she was
on top of her. She wrapped her hands over Emmy’s wrists to hold them, placed them on the
mattress and pushed them down. Emmy opened her eyes and smiled. She laid back into the
mattress and Cydney’s weight followed.
“Is it okay if we lay like this?” Cyd asked. She rested her full weight against Emmy’s and placed
her head beneath Emmy’s neck on her collarbone. Emmy took a hand to Cyd’s head and began
playing with her hair.
“I can feel it, you know. In your belly.” Emmy said.
“Butterflies.”
“You get them often.”
“I hate how you can feel things in me.”
“That was one of the risks, remember?”
Cyd looked up to her friend and smiled. She kissed her collarbone and put her head back in
place.
“You didn’t want to tell me about the lover.”
“I don’t want to give you false hope.”
Cyd groaned.
“It’ll be okay.”
“What about you? Will you be okay?”
“Yeah. There’s some powerful things coming my way. I think I’m leaving too.”
“Where?”
“Back home, I think. For a little. Then someplace else.”
“Will we still talk?”
Emmy wrapped her arms around Cyd and kissed the top of her head.
“Always. Even if it’s different.”
“I trust you.”
From outside, Cyd could hear rain. Car wheels blowing through puddles. The colors of streetlights changing. People running on the sidewalks to not miss their bus. The steam from gas
stations and small restaraunts. This was it.

SYNTAX

Bo and Bettie went to the beach last Tuesday.
Bettie took off her sandals so she could feel the sand with her barefeet. Bo watched her
do this, and wondered if he should do the same.
Instead, Bo continued to lay down on his towel, which was too bright for his liking,
with teal-blue stripes mixed with an orange and black sunset.
Bo liked going to the beach because of the ocean. He didn’t care for the smell, or the
things the birds left behind. Bettie would tell Bo it’s our fault anyways, that our being
the human our, for leaving trash around, so the birds have nothing real to pick through,
and are left to float around and starve or explode from all the consumed chemicals.
Bo would nod at her with his eyes closed when she says this. He always feels like sleeping. It could be from not enough exercise. Bettie tells Bo how his body needs movement but he mostly just nods with his eyes closed when she does this.
Bettie ran into the ocean with her arms out. Bo watched her do this, examining her one
piece swimsuit, all black with white stripes, and the cellulite on her thighs from behind.
Bo wondered if Bettie cared about her thighs like other women. He’s never actually
heard women talk about their cellulite, but he’s read it somewhere in a magazine that
it should be something women cared about. Bo wondered if he should care about his
cellulite. He didn’t find any answers in magazines targeted for men so he just continued
reading other things.

Madisyn DelPorto

Erika/Rikki

TRUNK
My roots are like tendons
tightening in my heels and my bones are sore, mostly in
my toes
I imagine pulling them to crack and loosen and the boys
are laughing, because they smell awful and because, even
out here, even if a little sinister, there is time for them to
laugh.
A fire loosens root rot and has colors similar to my body.
Dark red,
blue, orange and yellow in tissue, in vein
the coals softened into a shape of a hand holding some
sort of power
The boys don't take notice, or seem to listen, when I tell
them this.
I will go on writing about a body
How I like yours for being tall
I wish I had more to say about the moon
I wish I had more to say about the moon.

sage paterson

SILVER
I am not in love.
The howling out of the wind could not break through this brick, no. And
inside, the walls are covered in plaster, anyway. We could not be hollowed
out.
We lay long, on my bed. My blanket is messy on our thighs. Your cock is
semi-hard against your thigh and mine are still sticky, in the in between.
You are a boy that is like a plant, the boy who fed the witch's plant, the
dog that guards the front door 'cause he's been taught to, 'cause he knows
I need him to. You lay long with your arms to your sides, or maybe they
are behind your head and I run my hand all along your abdomen, in the
in between of your chest. I run my hands along your neck because I like
how you are scratchy, and also fine, because your face has only thin yellow
hairs, because your body hasn't found the need to produce more than that
there.
When I imagine this, the air is still. It is some shade of purple. A lavender.
Lilacs are in the air because I am opening myself up to Spring, for the first
time.
I don't think you can fully know
How long it took me to get here.
I lose my ground in another heartache,
a coyotes moan to an icy moon and in this,
there are colors in the sky.
I've never seen the northern lights
Until you brought me there.

Sloane Frederick

COLD
I am trying to remember what it felt like
Us, our bodies. My skin hot. In patches.
I have been thinking of your father
His giggling. We giggle because we don’t need to deal. Our souls took lock. Wiser
than we could be aware of. I think it’s catching up. I will continue to linger over
certain words. The way his fingers played over guitar strings
Was too similar to the ocean’s humming.
Thick rains in the middle of summer
I am a teenager. My mother and I eat popcorn in the family room with the TV playing some show she’s been watching, the porch doors are open enough for the wind
to remind us of life outside these walls.
Maybe we were too young. I was too drunk. Too in love with somebody else.

Matty Robillard

SPRING
When babygirl goat died
I watched her mother’s nostrils flair
in and out
Her mother stared.
There was a hush in the den
her brother let her lay in the nook of his armpit. He
sat still for comfort.
The other goats left space
for them to be alone.
This goat could no longer hold her body,
so she lay down crooked,
like her neck no longer belonged
and her head was twisted
Foam was coming from her mouth.
She’d been wailing for days
she was something so little
so new to this earth.
Her coat still looked soft,
until she died.
When she did die,
It was because he put a rifle to her head.
There was a hush in their living room
and I was the one being blamed
There was nothing left
of little baby girl
in the end.
That evening
he put her body in a bed of flames
and in the morning
she’d burnt down to a yellow ash
and the ember still had some glow
where smoke trailed off into the air
and what was left was a little jawbone.

Wesley Borden

fumes spinning in the late rubber’s wheel
I sat in the dark with my thoughts ringing
You didn’t want to answer the phone
and it’s been a while.
Now I can’t even remember
What really went on
Except how violently you clung on
and when I try to get a feel for you I feel sadness,
a diamond of disconnect, there is
darkness as sharp as knives
And Circular. this is like you
listening to my heartbeat too often
too soon,
This is you,
Showing me your new marks on your thighs
Even though you didn’t want to.
I never knew myself without shutting down
There were so many nights of me sleeping on a
mattress without sheets that year
And my ears ringing loud enough to make sense
of car alarms.

REVERB
This sound is hollowing.
The sound of these floors, of the way you
walk over them.
The way your feet move
and how white these walls will always be
and how I am alone in the space that is
mine, only mine.
In the morning, when you showed me
your wounds
I ate the stale light of your bedroom.
I said I’m a person,
Not just something that’s happening to
you.
Wind moves through homes
It makes the blue-grayed color drift from
every wall.
I believe we have control sometimes
We can sometimes anticipate
our outcomes.

I know you blamed me
I don’t blame you
But I’m letting you out.

A friend was there
When it was really bad
When we saw the blood on the floor
I shook in myself when I said,
I need to know you care about me
she shook her head at me
so I asked again
Do you care?
Of course I care.
I learned under the ocean there are peaks
taller than Everest
And fault lines that run so deep it could fit
the
grand canyon
I breathed you out, maybe a little too
quickly
Longer than a winter ago with exhaust

Ely Kauffman

VELVET
In a dark room, we shared each
other’s kinks.
She was down to her sixth drink,
there’s something comforting here,
that smell
a little sickening.
I liked fucking her because of how she
shook
and how it didn’t feel deadening.
A friend on the phone said
I feel like I’m really being seen.
It was morning
it was actually closer to noon
and I rubbed the sand from sleeplessness out of my
eyes
when she placed two large rolls of prints on her bed,
which was already neatly made.
When I leaned in to get a closer look, I put my hands on the
print
that was unrolled.
She said Careful
I said Sorry
and jumped back immediately
She touched my back
which was soothing
These just cost a lot to print.
I am trying to learn from every exchange
The gift we are given
when someone shares their space, their time.
She was in good taste from my hometown
and liked to take me places
It was nice feeling like something worth being cared for.
Fay Jenson

SMOKED
It’s impossible to know
Really know
What goes on with the other side.
You are everybody else’s smoke filling up the barroom.
There are red velvet couches. We sit. A deep, dark burgundy.
And you are a blue-gray sleek. Purple. You fall into all the
places you want to.
There’s lipstick stained on your wine glass. Yours.
I watched the way you smiled at the crowd. The passer-byers.
Didn’t matter if it was real.
You raise one eyebrow, then another
I wondered if they’re waxed.
Your eyes are a wilder color than mine
You smile with your cheek half raised
I put my cigarette out in the ashtray.
After, you hail a cab and the air nips at our necks.
I send you off, and you look at me with the window cracked
and the door closed.
“I’ll see you again.” I think is what you’d say.
The cab drove away. I walked along the sidewalk
And found a handsome man to talk to.
He was sitting on a wooden bench that overlooked the river
There were boats, there were parties, they were going other
places.
He smiled at me
And gave me some wine from a paper bag
And I laid my head on his shoulder
And he pointed to the moon
So I closed my eyes
And I thought about you.
“I’ll see you again.” I whispered to his shoulder

Ilsa Reina Bozena

BRACKEN

Apricot trees exist, apricot trees exist
It is snowing. On the ride here it was snowing. I listened to the
soundtrack of Call Me By Your Name and thought about that show
on the wooden floor when I wanted to touch her because she was laying
down close to me, which she later described as being wrung out I thought
about
looking for the type of love that is more clear and right in front of me. My
friend, it was snowing. On the ride here. And it is late morning. There are
too many teenagers here not going to school, the baristas are scowling
and speaking loudly about it.
For the end of the world I saw two empty forties still standing on cement
next to a puddle of murk my brother and I joked to be piss and puke
I touched her long limbs like she was my son or my boyfriend like she
was my son or my boyfriend dressed entirely in puffy clothes ready to go
sledding, like she was my son or my boyfriend I touched her long limbs
near her collar bones like I was gussying her to go sledding words will
not describe, and once again, unfortunately, this too will float away
“Will you please hold me?”
Hold you how?
Like candlelight flicker and cotton mouth stuck to my gut,
Will you please hold me? I don’t want to know which part of me is me I
don’t want to think about you will you please hold me?
If we lay long, like this,
I won’t taste the smell of ash and you won’t think about your heart being
sore about a boy who wandered too far to tell anymore.

I do not want to see I want to know
What it was actually like
when I was breaking open, finally, at nineteen
in the graylight
With the story she told of her arms opening wide at her sides running toward the
pond near her house
after living without her father in those first days.
I want to know what you might’ve actually been seeing
Or not
When you touched my hands close
For the first time
In the dark
And mourning. We cannot be here fully.
I learned from my aunt and an eight year old I learned how a smart kid can find
other kids annoying and have a hard time with that I learned what it’s like to be
taken in so graciously and holding space for her fullbody sobs my hand wrapped
around her jawbone just for structure I learned what it felt like to have a boy smile
at my stories about gender I learned what it’s like to have boys soften at feeling listened to I learned what it’s like to feel like snow and asking to be buried
Will you please hold me? Or at least lay on top of me? You feel like the earth. The
Tarot card The World you feel like me. My family and something else entirely. Will
you please hold me? I want to be somewhere else entirely. At least, lay on top of me.
Without me needing to ask you
Let me be really wet. Heavy open like a broken egg. Softboiled. Let me feel the contrast of warm feet smashing into snow
I don’t know how much time we have left
So will you please hold me.

I don’t make eyecontact
When we dance
I will stare at your hands and where hair lives or not I will look for places
where veins sprawl and quicken I will look at our feet because that is
easier than seeing

Martha Campbell

GUPPIES
I've had dreams of little guppies
Fish friends I cannot find I've somehow lost them
So I've cried
Three full sobs
This afternoon
Beginning my grieving process, finally
About you
And about you and about you
There are so many yous, I've explained the intensity, of putting all things on the table for clarity, of
grieving when there's no really yous knowing mes, I can almost see
Full potential
Every time
On the table.
There needs to be more grieving. More space. For potential. Of everything.
I don't want you to ask me about me
I don't want to tell you
I don't know how to talk to you so I won't see you
Even if I want to I don't know how to speak
So we will just move
And you will carry my weight heavily
Loie Warren
For three breaths
And we will go apart and go on again.
A four year old I am learning to know
Sobbed on her floor at the sight of me
and her mother leaving and asked for a baby wipe later to wipe tears from the floor
She likes to play if we speak through her stuffed animals
And in this game where we pretend to nap
She asks me, the stuffed animal, if I'm awake.
I say yes
She asks me what I am thinking about
And I tell her the ocean, the moon, wind and the trees, my friend, each time a different answer
She tells me she's thinking of pup treats, her sister, her mommy, finding her collar she asks if I'm
awake again
I say yes and she says thank you
I say for what she says for asking me what I wanted.

I am still learning how to be here
I raised my hand I was one of the people who wanted
to be away from here
There are no yous
Only me, you are me, we all are you

Amy Freitas

JUST LIKE THAT

Alyssa Young

“It’s up here. I gotta show you something.”
For some reason he was holding a battery-powered lantern.
“Why don’t you just have a flashlight like a normal person?” I said. My tone was stiff. I put my
hands behind my back to try and straighten it out.
“It was all I could find in my dad’s garage.” He said, shrugging slightly and looking ahead again.
It was a warm night. The crickets were a symphony and the grass was now tall enough where it
made the wind easy to watch, to listen to. I watched it go in and out of the meadow.
“Now c’mon. This is really cool.”
A mosquito buzzed near my ear and I smacked my hand against my cheek to get it.
I followed him like he’d grabbed my hand. I kept my face close to the dry cotton of his back. The
stars weren’t showing us much so I said,
“Do you think it’ll storm tonight?”
“Forecast said so. I kinda hope it does. We’ve been needing some rain.”
“Yeah.” I said softly.
We were at the base of a ladder made of white rope and finely tamed wooden cylinders. They were
about the size of my forearms. Nothing too special.
“Did you make this with your dad?”
I asked looking up.
“I wish. It’s been here all my life. I’m not really sure who made it.”
The tree was about forty feet high. Though I was never good at approximating heights. The tree
wrapped around a wooden structure and it made it hard to tell which part was which. In all
the twine the branches made, there was a clearing that exposed a trapdoor at the bottom of the
structure that was secured with a makeshift latch. The ladder hung from the bottom of the trapdoor and hung for about twenty feet ‘til it reached the ground. This was the entryway to their tree
house.
He handed me the lantern.
“Hold this?” He said, put both hands on the ladder and started climbing up. He pushed one hand
above his head to open up the trap door, and when he did, the door fell loudly on the tree house
floor.
I could hear his feet on the wood above me.
“Ah, man.” He said. I could hear his smile as I imagined his hands on his hips, gazing around the
room.
A light came on in the tree house and the yellow-gold glow illuminated the ladder.
He stuck his head through the open space the trapdoor made and his hair fell just past his ears
towards me and the ground.
“Coming up?” His smile was cheek-to-cheek.
“Yeah.” I said, looking quickly to the left then right not sure of what to do with my hands since I
was already holding a lantern and needed both hands for the ladder.
“Just leave it. Turn it off before you do.”
I switched off the lantern and put both hands on the ladder. I climbed up and liked how my body
swayed as I went higher. It felt like I was moving with the wind.
I put both hands on the floor to hoist myself inside and then I closed the trap door. He was sitting
in the corner of the room with his legs crossed reaching his hands into a plastic milk crate examining its contents.

“I haven’t been up here in ages.”
“How long do ya think?”
I walked over to him and brushed some dust off my jeans. Don’t know if there was anything there
or not, I just always needed to be doing something with my hands.
His eyes shifted really quickly over me as I did this then looked back down at his things.
“Maybe since I was seventeen.”
This boy was golden. His hair, certainly was, for one. I’ve known him for too long. I’ve always felt
a tug, in my belly, on my heart. I loved to look at him. Some people didn’t like to be looked at, but
I could tell he did, deep down.
Inside the crate was an old toy truck. A semi that could still scoot around. There were laminated
sports cards and magazines that were orange. “My brother thought these were really funny. He
tried to collect them.”
I picked one up. It had some punny looking drawing on the front. A boy with freckles and missing teeth, dressed up as some politician I was too young to remember when he was running.
I sat next to him and crossed my legs. I leaned my head on his shoulder as he sorted through his
things in the crate.
“I wanted to write that letter for my father.”
“I think there’s candles up here.” He stood up, and I put my hands behind me to lean my weight
on the floor in a more comfortable way.
He walked to an old bookshelf in the corner and grabbed two candles that were collecting dust.
“Do you have a lighter?” He asked.
I felt around in my pockets.
“I have matches.”
He reached his hand out to me and I put the matchbook from my pocket in his palm.
He crossed the cardboard flap over the burning strip and lit one match cleanly. He lit both candles
and shook the match out, then tossed it out the window.
“Who are you going to write to?” I asked when he brought the candles over and sat across from
me, with them in-between.
“An old friend.”
In my backpack I had an old composition notebook. I took it out and tore two blank pages for us.
In the front pocket of my pack I had two pens. I gave him one and kept the second for myself.
The wind hummed that night. And we were silent for the rest of it.
There was nothing else so calming. Like being underwater in the calmest ocean. The warmest
river current.
It didn’t matter what we wrote.
Words can never be perfect.
He had port wine because he liked things that were too sweet.
When I was done, I folded the paper up perfectly and held it diagonally above the flame of the
candle closest to me. I watched the paper burn, starting from the corner I held above the flame,
until it got too hot for my hand so I dropped it into an empty cup I was drinking from. The paper
curled in the bottom of the cup, some ash floated above and escaped into the night.

“Just like that.”
I said, as he watched his paper burn in the same way.
“And it’s gone.”
The wind came into the tree house and brought a sweet smell with it.
“Ah-ha.” He said. He closed his eyes and smiled with his lips closed.
It began to rain. I could hear the wind chime dance on his father’s porch.
I laid down completely, put my hands behind my head and closed my eyes.
He lit a cigarette with a match and walked to the window to watch the rain.
I was happy.

WASHED
I wanted to thank you for catalyzing now how I’ve opened up.
When I was twenty one I invited a bunch of new friends to a bar in Arizona that was long and
hollow like a hallway and made out with seven or more people that are not dudes and felt proud
for queering a space that was filled with cowboys and women wearing denimed belts.
I reconnected with a boy I met when I was eighteen and he came out as Gay in the last three years
and he came out as being addicted to heroin in the last year and when his sister told me I wanted
to cry, because she was not crying and because I wanted to be there when she was crying.
I wanted to kiss him in the face and wished I was a gay cis-boy like him so I could love him more
fully.
I wanted to admit my heartbreak. Falling with the snow. And how reconciliation heats us as fast as
sun clearing clouds away, when we walked around our favorite butte our shoulders burned a little
with our cheeks and I wanted to thank you.
No one can fully know, how much this has meant
And I wonder what it’s like, to be wrapped into so easily. I am too wrapped up in the fact that we
are on a dust covered rug in the middle of a floor with bright lights and people all around us. I am
too wrapped up in how you are pressing down into my forearms, which might feel more sinewy
because of climbing and expanding. I can’t really hear what you are saying. And I wish I had
sharper senses sometimes because I want to be able to hear all of what you’re saying.
Reciprocity can exist in some places.
You have no idea
How much I’ve opened up
I wanted to thank you.
There is magic in how dust collects in corners
And admitting awful things
And overcoming them
I wanted to thank you.

Elizabeth Allen

